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Purpose of voices
Our people in Stellenbosch are
suﬀering terribly under the
lockdown. In order to support them
we need to hear and respect their
stories about death, suﬀering,
survival and overcoming.

A record of stories
This bulletin will publish stories
from various parts of Stellenbosch,
to achieve its purpose. Stellenbosch
Community Voices will endeavour to
publish this bulletin every month.

More about
Stellenbosch
Community Voices
This Bulletin is accessible to
record suﬀering, survival and
overcoming stories from all over
Stellenbosch. If you would like to
know more about us and
contribute, please contact one of
our community leaders:
Sherileen Phillips: 076-378-4522

Stellenbosch Community Voices is an initiative by Thumakele
Gosa, Paul Hendler, Derrick Hendrickse, Mike Hyland, Paul
Roviss Khambule, Elizabeth Kotze, Wim Lindeque, Luthando
Mxesibe, Sherileen Phillips, Jan Theron and Niklaas Willemse
We publish the stories as we have heard them (verbatim) with
only small changes for spelling and grammar where this is
necessary to clarify meaning. We put these stories in
quotation marks and also name the source of the story - this
is usually one of the 11 participants in Stellenbosch
Community Voices. Some times we summarise stories we have
heard but for which we haven’t received verbatim text.

Lockdown and the struggle for access to
adequate and quality housing ………..

Niklaas Willemse: 072-872-4573
Paul Roviss Khambule:
072-610-8441
Elizabeth Kotze: (WhatsApp
only) 083-699-9064
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Even before the lockdown there were serious housing issues
in several communities in the Greater Stellenbosch area.
Last year Stellenbosch Transparency, the publisher of
Stellenbosch Community Voices, did a day-tour of the
conditions under which backyard dwellers live in wendy
houses in Idas Valley. This will be a forthcoming video-
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publication by Stellenbosch
Transparency. It will be based
on extensive interview research
and also research and analysis
of the history of Idas Valley. And
the recent history of the
controversial Hillside
Village housing project. The
first new so-called affordable
housing project in Idas Valley
for decades.

There are ongoing problems
around housing in Idas Valley as well as other previously
segregated townships in the
Stellenbosch municipal area.
These problems arise from the
fact that too little is built and
when then for a middle income
group, the so-called Gap
housing. Already 15 years ago
Klapmuts was identified as a
'growth point', where low cost
housing would be built.
Effectively this would
deconcentrate the working
class housing in Stellenbosch,
to Klapmuts. Meaning that
workers with jobs in
Stellenbosch would have to
commute and pay the higher
transport costs out of their own
pocket. Culturally they would
have been alienated from their
own town, in many cases the
place they were born in. Or had
migrated to decades ago, and
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and now called home.

On 09 October 2020 the Stellenbosch United Action
Group (SUAG) met with representatives of the Human
Rights Commission (HRC) at the VGK Church,
Rustenburg Road, Idas Valley.

This edition of the Bulletin is about the background to
this meeting and why it was called.
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Housing as a Right ……………
Section 26 of the South African Constitution says that
• Everyone has a right to have access to adequate housing.
• The state must take reasonable legislative and other measures within its available
resources to achieve the progressive realisation of this right.
• No one may be evicted from their home or have their home demolished without
an order of court made after considering all the relevant circumstances. No
legislation may permit arbitrary evictions.
The problem is that the government has a diﬀerent view of the meaning of "its available resources",
from those that suﬀer from what they experience as inadequate and poor quality housing. The result is
a social conflict about these issues that has been going since the start (in 2004) of ongoing community
protests about "service delivery". Stellenbosch witnessed intense protests and marches last year by
people living in wendy houses in the backyards of Cloetesville and Idas Valley. Kayamnandi residents
living in overcrowded shacks have also engaged in protests over the years. Last year many of them
invaded private land next door and established an informal settlement that they named Azania.
Crisis and Overcoming
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The HRC can be called on by parties that feel that their constitutional rights have been violated, to
help address their grievances and get redress if applicable. Stellenbosch Transparency attended the
meeting between SUAG and the HRC, in order to find out more about the function of each
organisation.

Hear the HRC explain their role

Hear the SUAG grievance
Crisis and Overcoming
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Resolving the housing question - think global, act local
In 2019 Stellenbosch Transparency heard from Idas Valley back yard tenants that they lived in low
quality informal structures that pose a health hazard. Their quality of life is impaired by their lack
of access to basic services inside these structures. The cost of electricity is high relative to their
incomes. (Many were unemployed; and, a minority were recipients of government grants). We also
witnessed these living conditions first-hand, and videoed them for the publication referred to
earlier.
The housing question for the back yard tenants of Idas Valley is threefold.
• What is the minimum quality of adequate housing?
• Where will this housing be provided?
• Who will pay for it?
In facing these questions these Idas Valley residents are not alone in the Stellenbosch municipal area.
There are backyard tenants in Cloetesville and Kayamnandi with the same issues. Stellenbosch
Transparency spoke with a group of residents in Jamestown during 2018, with similar challenges.
People living in Jonkershoek have suﬀered from housing shortages and overcrowding for years there was a man from Jonkershoek attending the meeting with the HRC.
The SUAG focuses its activism on all these housing struggles across Stellenbosch municipal
jurisdiction. Protesting about the violation of one's rights to adequate housing is one thing.
Implementing a strategy to achieve those rights is a whole other ball game. The black working
classes of Idas Valley and elsewhere in Stellenbosch are not alone with their housing questions. The
same questions confront many other black working class communities across the length and breadth
of South Africa. Can the working classes expect the HRC to help it fight its battles? The SUAG
expects the HRC facilitate a meeting between it and the Stellenbosch municipality, for which
it has its demands. Detailed knowledge of the housing situation facing its constituents in
Stellenbosch can contribute to backing up these demands.

Read about these housing conditions
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